
2022 New Year’s Message ~ Sananda  
I ‘lucidly remote viewed’ this message from Sananda on January 7, 2022 just before our 

ETUniversalZone.com monthly podcast. Peace, Love & Light ~ Marc 

Taleya Aeylioth (pronounced:  TAH-LAYA    A-LEE-OATH) Means “Greetings,
Welcome.”    Sah-yalah (pronounced: SAH-YAY-LAH) Means: “Listen closely.”

‘We’ (Creator) know your hearts beloveds.  Do not fill your minds with fear and negative 
images.  Contemplate NOW on Creator.  You are loved unceasingly by Creator.  
Contemplate on the Three-Fold Creator.  Father-Mother, Son & Holy Spirit. All are 
the same and are One Creator with slightly different identities or personalities when 
coming towards Angels or  Souls (children of Creator).  The ‘FREE WILL’ of ALL 
beings (Angels and Souls) is respected by Creator. A Soul or person has the ‘free 
will’ to accept or reject the Infinite Creator as The Creator projects a ‘Reflection’ of 
Itself to Souls or ‘Children of Creator’.  Creator is gentle, loving and subtle when 
coming close, in a personal way to one of It’s children. Creator watches and 
listens for acknowledgment and for a child to recognize the Creator, the same way 
a mother or father comforts their child. 

I Am asking for you all to contemplate Creator NOW, EVERY DAY.   With your 
words spoken out loud with your voices, My beloveds, in thanks, gratitude, love 
and thoughts spoken out loud in prayer and song, you will feel the Creator’s 
Focus come towards you.  The energy and aura of your body will increase and 
shine extremely Brilliant in White and Gold shinning Light.  The Holy Presence of 
Creator will come towards a soul in the way each person can sense and receive It.  
Love embraces all children of Creator on all levels and dimensions.  On physical 
planets within the densities of the First Plane (like you all here on Earth now are 
standing or sitting, He said with a smile), the Love of Creator comes to all always.  
However, the children may be blocked from sensing or feeling  the Love, because 
of the ‘negative and fallen beings’ influences over their minds through media of all 
kinds, books, news, movies and more.  

Children...all listening, no matter your age at this time on this physical planet...know 
this and please remember it always. You are loved beyond your understanding.  
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You are a child of the Infinite Creator.  You are not forgotten and have never been 
alone.  Creator loves all the children, even those fallen into negative and dark thoughts. 
Creator knows the ways of the ‘fallen beings’ and how they manipulate the children 
(all people).  They pretend and trick the children through...vanity and pursuit of 
self-aggrandizement, ways of physical pleasures on dense planets where ‘they’ 
take the ‘energy’ from the people to gain energy for themselves.  That is through 
people pursuing selfish desires, drink and hallucinogenic drugs.  If you could see 
what the fallen and lower trickster beings look like around a person who is being 
manipulated, or even slightly possessed  by  one of them, you would run and call 
out to Creator to help you quickly!!!  

These are the planes the fallen were cast to and the children or souls chose to 
come to and challenge themselves. Many of them have said to Me, they had hoped 
not forget who they are as children of the Most High Creator.  They wanted to come 
to the dense physical realities to strengthen and challenge themselves to be like 
warriors for Creator on these low physical levels and be able to control the manip-
ulation of the ‘dark forces’ (lower beings, fallen beings, etc.).  Your words spoken 
with conviction in your mind, heart and soul and focused on love and unfailing truth 
of Creator’s Love and Protection that is ALWAYS with you...is your protection on 
all lower densities or physical realities below the Fourth Plane.  

There are many Planes/levels created for the Children of Creator to move through. 
The lower levels are below the Third Plane where beings have been cast to for 
their attempt to try to ‘over create’ the Infinite Creator and to move higher (in their 
minds). That cannot happen, since ALL has been created by Creator and the children 
(Angels and Souls) do NOT know where Creator is within and without the 
Omniverse. 

Most important NOW, in the Universal Time of Planet Earth (physical reality) is 
for the children of Earth to contemplate on Your Father/Mother Creator as the 
‘Three-fold Creator’.  There are NO other creators, just the ONE Creator, 
Father/Mother as Infinite Creator (androgynous) in Energy, never changing, 
Alpha & Omega.  The Son (as in the Reflection of Creator), is the Reflection that 
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comes to the Children as Personal Creator to every Angel and Soul.  The Holy Spirit, 
The Paraclete (Advocate, Helper) Who comes to the children when called upon 
as the Holy Presence, in sound or scent (essence of sanctity) or Cloud of Light, 
as Sparkling Gold Dust or a Lucid Vision manifested in form as the Third Person of 
the Trinity in Golden Fire Reflection of the Holy Presence.  Holy Spirit comes as a 
Teacher, Helper when a person is confused, and along with a person’s Guardian 
Angels, will help the Angels deliver a ‘sign of wonder or miracle’ if needed for the 
Children of Creator.

The time is here My Beloved Children of the Most High, where the Earth and your 
solar system are going to be going through changes and energetic frequencies 
will be moving throughout the galaxy.   It is important now for all children on Earth 
and in this solar system to focus more on Creator and call out for understanding 
and guidance.  Your belief and trust in Creator and the Holy Trinity is very 
important for souls to be protected from dark force interference regarding the 
children’s progression from the physical dense realities.  

Remember, your words can change and influence the energy fields around you as 
you walk on a planet.  Ask Creator and do not doubt, you will receive.  Say always 
when asking, “Let it be Your Will Infinite Creator and not mine, always. Amen”.  
That cancels out an egotistical request.  Creator answers when time is right.  
Creator hears all prayers and comes close to the children/people when they 
are Praising and Giving Thanks for all they have now, have had and will have 
in the future.  Your energy shines brightest when you Praise and Give Thanks 
to Creator. That is your True Ascension Energy to contemplate on.

I leave you now with this.  “I Love you all forever and unceasingly.  I Am with you 
all always.  I love you, My Children.”

Sananda

                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                 © Marc Brinkerhoff
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